Prizes and Awards

Our students and researchers have combined to promote the CityU brand through achievements acknowledged throughout the world, winning a slew of prizes and awards that reflects the quality of the talent on campus.

城大研究人員與學生同心協力樹立大學品牌，取得各項成就，廣獲全球肯定和嘉許。這些榮譽及獎項反映校園人才濟濟，成績優異。
Students and Alumni

Ms Carla Chan Hon-chiu (陳巧芝女), a graduate of the School of Creative Media, received the award for Young Artist (Media Arts) by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council.

A team from the State Key Laboratory of Terahertz and Millimeter Waves, comprising PhD graduates Dr Chan Ka-fai (陳家輝博士), Dr Kwok-Shum Kam-man (甘鎌博士), Dr So Kwok-kan (蘇國健博士), and Dr Wang Cong (王從博士), were placed 3rd in the IEEE AP and MTT Hong Kong Joint Chapter—IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society Outstanding Chapter Awards.

PhD student Chen Jianqi (陳健奇) of EE, won the Guan Zhao-Zhi Award 2019 at the 38th Chinese Control Conference with a paper supervised by Chair Professor Luk Kwai-man (呂凱文教授) and co-authored by Ms Jovi Mok Wing-chi (莫綺文女), a PhD student from the Department of Computer Science (CS).

A team from the State Key Laboratory of Terahertz and Millimeter Waves, comprising PhD graduates Dr Chan Ka-fai (陳家輝博士), Dr So Kwok-kan (蘇國健博士), and Dr Wang Cong (王從博士), were placed 3rd in the IEEE AP and MTT Hong Kong Joint Chapter—IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society Outstanding Chapter Awards.

PhD student Chen Jianqi (陳健奇) of the Department of Electrical Engineering (EE) won the Guan Zhao-Zhi Award 2019 at the 38th Chinese Control Conference with a paper supervised by Chair Professor Luk Kwai-man, Dr So Kwok-kan, and Dr Wang Cong, and co-authored by Ms Jovi Mok Wing-chi, a PhD student from the Department of Computer Science (CS). The winning paper was also supervised by Chair Professor Luk Kwai-man and co-authored by Ms Jovi Mok Wing-chi, Professor Chen Jie (陳傑) of the Department of Electrical Engineering, and Engineer in the State Key Laboratory of Terahertz and Millimeter Waves.

Dong Ghiyu (董熙雨), Zhai Xingyu (翟興宇) and Zheng Leqian (鄭樂倩), both students from the Department of Computer Science, under the supervision of Dr Tan Cheew-Wei (陳志偉博士), won the silver award of the HKIEA (Hong Kong Electronic Industries Association) Innovation & Technology Project Competition Award 2019.

Hang Ching-nam (簡靜名), a PhD student from the Department of Computer Science, under the supervision of Dr Tan Cheew-Wei, won the silver award of the HKIEA (Hong Kong Electronic Industries Association) Innovation & Technology Project Competition Award 2019.

Prizes and Awards

Two new titles in Chinese published by CityU Press were selected by the magazine Yazhou Zhoukan: “From Unrefined Wealth and Strength to a Civilized Society” and “Ten Best Titles (Non-fiction).” They are selected by the magazine.

CityU received the Gold Campus Award under the Medics@On Campus programme run by the American College of Sports Medicine and the American Medical Association.

Hang Ching-nam (簡靜名), a PhD student from the Department of Computer Science, under the supervision of Dr Tan Cheew-Wei, won the silver award of the HKIEA (Hong Kong Electronic Industries Association) Innovation & Technology Project Competition Award 2019.
The CityU squash team won the men’s overall championship, as well as the championship and 1st runner-up, in the men’s singles in the elite group of the 3rd All China University Squash Competition in China. The members of the team were Matthew Lai Cheuk-nam (李卓然), a student from the Department of Chinese and History; Lincoln Chan Wui-ki (陳偉基), a student from the Department of Social and Behavioural Sciences; Tang Yat-chun (鄧業俊), a student from the Department of Materials Science and Engineering; and Max Lee Tsz-long (李子朗), a student studying on the Postgraduate Certificate in Laws programme. Matthew and Lincoln also won the championship and 1st runner-up, respectively, in the men’s singles.

Li Ning (李寧), a PhD student, together with his supervisor Dr Ted Chow Chi-yin (趙志榮博士) and Dr Zhang Jiadong (張家東博士), a PhD graduate, all from the Department of Computer Science, received the Best Paper Award at the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 5th International Conference on Data Science and Systems.

Dr Lin Wei (林偉), a PhD graduate of the Department of Electrical Engineering supervised by Dr Steve Wong Hong (翁鴻烈博士), won the rij Mitra Travel Grant Award.

Nikil Senthilkumar, a student in the Department of Electrical Engineering (EE), teamed up with other local students to win the J.P. Morgan Code for Good Challenge 2019. Dr Ray Cheung Chak-chung (鍾柏強博士), a PhD graduate of the Department of Electrical Engineering supervised by Dr Steve Wong Hang (翁鴻烈博士), won the Best Paper Award for their co-authored paper at the 5th International Conference on Big Data Computing and Communications 2019.

Ms Velela Kook (許樂華), a graduate of the School of Creative Media, received the Young Artist of the Year Award (Media Arts) by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council.

Zeng Zhi (甄智), a PhD student under the supervision of Dr Ted Chow Chi-yin (趙志榮博士) in the Department of Computer Science, and Dr Zhang Jiadong (張家東博士), a PhD graduate, received the Best Paper Award in the 5th IEEE International Conference on Big Data Intelligence and Computing 2019 in Khaoshing.

Zhang Yiqing (張奕清), an undergraduate student in the Department of Electrical Engineering (EE), was awarded 2nd prize at the 16th "Zhang You-Chih" (張佑之) Award for Good Challenge 2019. Dr Ray Cheung Chak-chung (鍾柏強博士) in EE has advised and coached Nikil since he was a Year 1 student.

PhD students Tang Zhongheng (唐中衡) and Wang Luning (王鴻凌) and Xu Qian (許倩), together with their supervisors Professor Wan Jingping (溫靜平教授) and Chair Professor Ja Xiaohua (薚小華教授) from the Department of Computer Science, received the Best Paper Award for their co-authored paper at the 5th International Conference on Big Data Computing and Communications 2019.

Researcher Dr Sammy Chan Chi-hung (陳志強博士) in the Department of Electrical Engineering received the IEEE Systems Journal Best Paper Award 2020 by the IEEE Systems Council.

Chair Professor Ron Chen Guangrong (陳光明榮譽教授) in the Department of Electrical Engineering was ranked 1st in Hong Kong and in Asia, 4th among Chinese scholars, and 16th on the World’s Top 1000 Scientist List, according to the 2020 (6th edition) of the Top Scientists Ranking for Computer Science and Electronics by Guide2Research.

Dr Chou Kwan-ting (周冠廷博士), Assistant Professor in the Department of Biomedical Sciences, received the 2019 Croucher Innovation Award for her pioneering research on the anti-tumour activities of a rare immune cell type-plasmacytoid dendritic cells.

Chair Professor Henry Chung Shu-hung (鍾樹宏教授) of the Department of Electrical Engineering won the 2019 Natural Science Prize of Shanghai (Second Class) by the Shanghai Municipal People’s Government.

Chair Professor Istvan T. Horvath (胡維特教授) of the Department of Physics was elected External Member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary for his significant contributions to catalysis and green chemistry.

Professor Evelyn Hu (胡恩慈教授), Honorary Professor of the Department of Electrical Engineering and the Tam-Coyne Professor of Applied Physics and Electrical Engineering at Harvard University, received the 2020 IEEE Andrew S. Grove Award for “pioneering contributions to microelectronics fabrication technologies for nanoscale and photonic devices.”

Mr Ip Yuk-yiu (葉國輝先生) at the School of Creative Media was named Artist of the Year (Media Arts) by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council.

Chair Professor Dr Max Hattler of the School of Creative Media won the Best Abstract Film Award for his work Metter and Motion at the London International Animation Film Festival 2019.

Chair Professor Istvan T. Horvath (胡維特教授) of the Department of Chemical Engineering was elected External Member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary for his significant contributions to catalysis and green chemistry.
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Chair Professor Zhang Hua

Chair Professor Yan Hong

Chair Professor Li Qiaoheng (李棟謙讲座教授) in the Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering was awarded the 2020 Robert H. Scanlan Medal by the American Society of Civil Engineering for his outstanding contributions to wind engineering and structural mechanics from fundamental research to engineering applications.

Chair Professor Luk Kwai-man (陸啟文讲座教授) in the Department of Electrical Engineering was conferred the 2019 Prize for Scientific and Technological Progress by the Hong Leung Ho Lee Foundation for his contributions to the field of magneto-electric dipole antennas, and dielectric resonator antennas.

Dr Ng Yiu-hau (吳永漢博士) of the School of Energy and Environment was awarded the 2020 ACM SIGGRAPH Distinguished Arts Development Council in recognition of his achievements in the field.

Dr Hector Rodriguez (何生態博士) received the Artist of the Year Award (Media Arts) from the Hong Kong Arts Development Council.

Dr Ng Yun-hau (吳永豪博士) received the 2019 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Science Prize for Innovation, Research and Education for his contributions to the field of photoelectrocatalysis.

Dr Hector Rodriguez (何生態博士) in the School of Creative Media was awarded the Prime Primaxima Prize. It is the highest award that Hungary can bestow on an individual in any field.

Professor Richard Walker (魏理德教授) of the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences won the Louis Brownlow Award by the American Society for Public Administration.

Dr Wang Jun (王建博士) of the Department of Computer Science received the Best Paper Award for his co-authored paper at the International Conference on Multimedia and Expo held by IEEE.

Chair Professor Wang Xunli (王训立教授) from the Department of Electrical Engineering was awarded the 2019 Nobel Laureate Prize for Chemistry for his “Innovative neutron scattering studies at the interface between condensed matter physics and engineering materials science, and for the development of new neutron instrumentation to enable these seminal studies”.

Dr Steve Wong Hang (溫頡浩博士) of the Department of Electrical Engineering was named Outstanding Reviewer of IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation by the IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society at the 2019 IEEE International Symposium on Antennas and Propagation, and USNC-URSI Radio Science Meeting in Atlanta, US.

Chair Professor Yan Hong (顏洪清讲座教授) in the Department of Electrical Engineering was elected Member of the European Academy of Sciences and Arts under the class of Technical and Environmental Sciences in recognition of his work on intelligent multidimensional data analysis and imaging, video and biomedical applications.

Two projects won the gold award in the Hong Kong Innovation Technology Achievement Award by the Hong Kong Federation of Innovative Technologies and Manufacturing Industries. They are “Microfluidics Array Technology with Nano-Amplification for Drug Screening and Molecular Diagnosis” developed by a research team led by Chair Professor Michael Yang Mengsu (楊榮基讲座教授) and “Self-healable Anti-smudge Coatings” developed by a research team led by Dr Yao Xi (姚希博士), both from the Department of Biomedical Sciences.

Chair Professor Zhang Hua (華華清讲座教授) in the Department of Chemistry was elected as a Foreign Fellow of the European Academy of Sciences in recognition of his highly interdisciplinary research.